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Zoom’s G3 Guitar Effects and Amp Simulator Pedal unites the ease of a stompbox pedalboard with the power of a 

multieffects pedal and adds a USB audio interface to the mix. With complete control over individual effects and amp 

modeling, you can modify your tones on the fly while performing. An onboard drum machine and looper make the G3 and 

incredible new option for guitarists of every level.

Most of the G3’s comprehensive features stem from its three large LCD displays and corresponding footswitches. Together

they form a graphical interface that allows you to utilize and manipulate up to three amp or stomp box effects in any

combination at any time. Or use the G3’s super-real amplifier modeling and over 100 built-in DSP effects to craft your own

sounds. The pedal can store up to 100 original tones without a hitch.

Each of the G3’s footswitches offer additional functionality when held down. The first engages the Patch function to

select your desired modeling units. With the second, activate the Tuner for smooth, real-time response with precise guitar

tuning accuracy. The third footswitch provides you with Looper capabilities, including 40 seconds of phrase recording and

overdubbing. In addition, the G3 offers an integrated drum machine that turns practice into a jam.

The G3 is also a USB audio interface for DAW recording on your computer. The pedal is bundled with Zoom’s Edit & Share

software so you can easily create new patches and also comes with Steinberg’s Sequal LE DAW for all your recording needs.

Players will get over 6 hours of operation using four AA batteries, as well as USB bus and AC power.

Broaden the dimensions of your performance with the G3 Guitar Effects and Amp Simulator Pedal.

NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

 >  Three large LCD displays and footswitches
 >  Amp or stomp box effects can be used in any combination
 >  Authentic amp modeling simulates amps, cabinets and  

mics separately
 > Over 100 built-in DSP effects
 > Create and store up to 100 original tones
 > Integrated drum machine

 >  Looper function with 40 seconds of phrase recording  

and overdubbing
 > USB audio interface for DAW recording on any Mac or PC
 > Includes Edit & Share and Steinberg Sequal LE recording software
 >  Over six hours of operation using four AA batteries/USB bus power (AC 

adapter included)


